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Abstract
The aim of this study is to figure out profiles of bridge players and analyzing them according to their intelligence areas.
The sample of the study is consist of 100 volunteers out of 200 bridge players who have attended "Çukurova open
double bridge championship" in Adana, Turkey at February 2016. Data have been collected via "Personal Information
Form" and "Multiple Intelligence Areas Assessment Scale" developed by Gülşen (2015). Data have been analyzed not
only via descriptive statistics but also Mann Whitney U test was used for double comparison and Kruskal Wallis H test
for multiple comparison. The profile of the players contributed to the study is; 30% women, 70% men, 25% of the
population is between 51 and 60 years age, 67% is married, 71% has bachelor degree, 57% is working for government
sector and 33% for private sector. Most of the players are working as teacher, engineer, or medical doctor and 50% of
the population is performing a physical activity like walking, football and basketball. It is found that players' internal
intelligence area is the highest among all intelligence areas; additionally the lowest one is found as the rhythmic
intelligence. It is determined that the players' from different business sectors have significant differences among internal,
analytic, interpersonal, physical/kinesthetic intelligence areas, and significant difference is determined for the
physical/kinesthetic intelligence among the players who perform physical activities and who do not.
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Confirmatory factor analysis according to Gardner's conception and various GFI-estimates. E2. Each
of the seven dimensions analyzed in two dimensions and loading plots. Some areas in selfevaluated intelligence are explained by the background information of the participants (step E4b in
Table 3). Table 9 presents the following background varia-bles – gender (1 = Male, 2 = Female); age
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(date of birth, from 1950 to 1981); mother tongue (first sample: matriculation examination score, from
1 = lowest to 6 = highest; second sample: self-assessed score, from 1 =. Beyond IQ: a triarchic
theory of human intelligence. New York: Cam-bridge University Press. Sternberg, R. (1991). Death,
taxes, and bad intelligence tests. Text 1: Bridge. Bridgeis a structure used by people and vehicles to
cross areas that are obstacles to travel. Engineers build bridges over lakes, rivers, canyons, and
busy highways and railroad tracks. Without bridges, people would need boats to cross waterways
and would have to travel around such obstacles as canyons and ravines. Bridges range in length
from a few feet or meters to several miles or kilometers. Some special types of bridges are defined
according to their function. An overpass allows one transportation route, such as a highway or
railroad line, to cross over another without traffic interference between the two routes. The overpass
elevates one route to provide clearance to traffic on the lower level. An aqueduct transports water.
Application areas of Artificial Intelligence is having a huge impact on various fields of life as expert
system is widely used these days to solve the complex problems in various areas as. Network,
Fuzzy Logic, Evolutionary Computing, and Hybrid Artificial Intelligence. science, engineering,
business, medicine, weather forecasting. rank them according to fitness. If the best organisms have.
node on the Open list. Artificial Intelligence will continue to play an increasingly important role in the
various fields. There is bright future in the analysis of Network Intrusion Detection and there is also
definite future in the area of Power System Stabilizers. We conclude that further research in this area
can be done as there are very promising and profitable results that are obtainable from such
techniques.

